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The magnitude and speed of change in complex human-environmental systems pose a systemic dilemma for
societies. Human-induced environmental changes have pushed Earth’s socio-ecological systems into an era of
chronic, complex, and rapid disruptions, which call for quick intuitive decisions and effective implementation.
Yet the complexity, interconnectedness and long lead times of the problems would require thoughtful and timeconsuming weighing of evidence by a broad range of experts. To address the dilemma, we develop a framework,
the Policy Operations Room (POR), for simultaneous practice and analysis of decision-making that prevents
decisions made under time pressure from leading to unwanted socio-ecological disruptions decades ahead. The
POR framework is based on earlier research on control rooms of critical infrastructures and simulation exercises
of emergency response, and preliminary data from our first experiments with PORs. It immerses the policymakers
in a simulated “time machine” that combines the real-time reliability management of control rooms with the
long-term planning for crisis avoidance and preparedness. The POR framework can contribute significantly to
novel styles of decision-making by policymakers, engineers, and corporate strategists responsible for developing
urgent, forward-looking, and evidence-based policies to cope with the coming challenges of humanenvironmental interaction.

1. Introduction

2012). To tackle the dilemma, we develop a framework for simultaneous
practice and analysis of decision-making that enables decisions made
under time pressure to address unwanted socio-ecological disruptions
decades into the future.
Policy design in the Anthropocene era requires interdisciplinary
collaboration among academics and practitioners to address a multitude
of geographical levels, interconnected boundaries, and socio-ecological
complexities (Little et al., 2016; Sterner et al., 2019). Although these
guiding principles form a reasonable platform for policy development,
many decisions taken in a hasty crisis mode are path-dependent, both in
the sense of past decisions restricting current decision options and cur
rent decisions creating future constraints. Over time, technologies in
socio-ecological systems gain a mass of technical and organizational
components that continue to grow toward specific goals; economic

The magnitude and speed of change in intertwined webs of humanenvironmental systems create a persistent dilemma for decision-makers
(IPBES, 2018; IPCC, 2018; Khanna, 2016; Lade et al., 2020). On one
hand, human-induced environmental changes have pushed Earth’s
socio-ecological systems into an era of chronic, complex, and rapid
disruptions – the COVID-19 pandemic being the latest example – which
call for quick decisions and effective implementation. Decisions are
often made in an intuitive crisis mode within a brief window of oppor
tunity (Rochlin, 1997; Roe, 2013). On the other hand, the complexity,
interconnectedness, and long lead times of the problems would require
thoughtful and time-consuming weighing of evidence by experts from a
broad range of professions and disciplines (Dryzek, 1997; Rask et al.,
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calculations reinforce the systems with unamortized assets and invest
ment plans; institutions support the systems with legislation and regu
lation; and educators and experts ensure their cognitive continuity
(Arthur, 2009; Hughes, 1987; Hämäläinen & Lahtinen, 2016). Identi
fying the best ways of supporting long-term sustainability and compre
hensive resilience despite the urgency of decisions will be a key
challenge for the near future (Beddoe et al., 2009; Gal, 2012; Schill et al.,
2019). The societal benefits are considerable, because major environ
mental shocks often organize and differentiate communities unjustly
(Fussell & Elliott, 2009).
Science advising mechanisms (SAMs) have a long tradition world
wide in providing external evidence-based advice to complex policy
processes and decisions. Science advising can range from using science
advisors, science councils and advisory committees to national acade
mies of science and learned societies. SAMs have gained importance as
political decisions increasingly involve complex issues or systems that
require competences beyond the traditional political realm (Kaaronen,
2016; OECD, 2015). Policies have become wicked, i.e., characterized by
urgency, path-dependence, complexity, uncertainty, value conflicts,
indeterminate solutions, and high demand for expertise, often of inter
disciplinary nature (Hukkinen, 2016; Rittel & Webber, 1973). The Eu
ropean Commission has established a specific SAM, which draws
information from a broad expertise base with the help of European
Academies of Science (European Commission, 2015; SAPEA, 2017). It
strives towards evidence-based policy making but also quick and pro
ficient responses to sudden emergencies that may fall upon Europe. The
emergence of SAMs points toward a distinct need to develop procedures
for urgent decisions with long lead times.
We propose a test bed – the Policy Operations Room (POR) – to
practice and analyze urgent decision-making with path-dependencies.
POR is a situation room for interactive decision-making among policy
makers, managers, and experts to deal with wicked issues. The POR
framework is inspired by a long tradition of research on control rooms
and simulation exercises: the former because of its focus on forwardlooking crisis avoidance rather than post-crisis emergency manage
ment (Roe & Schulman, 2015), the latter because of its design in
structions for simulated decision experiments based on future scenarios
and other available information (Boin et al., 2004). Novel insights can be
gained by running long-term scenarios that span decades or even longer
during a simulation exercise lasting only a couple of hours, thus
immersing the exercise participants in a simulated “time machine” that
combines the real-time reliability management of control rooms with
the long-term planning for crisis avoidance and preparedness. The
additional benefit of long-term scenarios is that they force decisionmakers to consider path-dependencies and other factors that usually
fall outside their political mandate or expertise.
We suggest that the control room model of high reliability manage
ment, which successfully maintains reliable operations despite a wicked
operating environment, is transferable to a strategic policymaking
context involving urgent decisions with long-term lock-in effects. We
show that simulation exercises based on analogous application of deci
sion principles from a high reliability control room, or the POR frame
work, can help policymakers to consider the long-term path-dependence
(be it desirable or not) of urgent decisions made during wicked socioecological disruptions under high uncertainty. We argue that in longterm strategic policymaking settings it is possible to benefit from the
same operational procedures with which control room operators stabi
lize critical infrastructures and ensure reliability.

activities, such as those required during natural disasters (Boin et al.,
2004). They yield important information on the procedures and skills
required for decision-making under extreme time constraints. Control
rooms of critical infrastructures are settings in which the operators make
quick decisions to keep the critical services on line 24/7 without
endangering the structural integrity of the critical infrastructure over
the long term (Roe & Schulman, 2018). The reliability of public utilities
and air transport, for example, relies on control room operations (CasalCampos et al., 2018). We extract design principles from these two lines
of research for a decision setting that permits consideration of long-term
path-dependencies despite the urgency of decisions. For this, we also
rely on preliminary data from our first experiments with the framework.
2.1. Research on simulation exercises and control rooms
Simulation exercises. Empirical research on urgent decision-making
does not have the luxury of first waiting for the disruption to begin
and then launching research in sync with the disruption. Prezelj and
Doerfel (2017) point out that although organizations cannot plan in
detail for unpredictable events, they can build multifunctional capac
ities through crisis exercises based on less probable scenarios. Simula
tion exercises are methodological tools that synthesize a complex system
and allow observation of the participants’ behaviour and decisionmaking (Vieira Pak & Castillo Brieva, 2010). Scenario-based simula
tion exercises have a dual use: they are used by emergency managers to
test emergency procedures, contingency plans, and response skills, but
they can also serve scientific knowledge production. Formats include
discussion-based table-top exercises, such as seminars and workshops,
or operation-based exercises requiring mobilization and use of re
sources, such as drills or full-scale exercises (Skryabina et al., 2017;
UNDRR, 2020).
Simulation exercises are often run as serious games that tend to focus
on the reactive management of an abrupt crisis, with flooding as the
most popular theme. Some exercises also cover the mitigation phase
where the players’ decisions to invest in mitigation affects how well they
survive the next crisis in the game (Solinska-Nowak et al., 2018). Serious
games and exercises are popular with themes like decision-making and
policymaking without necessarily including crisis or disruption: many
address issues related to sustainable resource management and climate
change adaptation (den Haan & van der Voort, 2018; Flood et al., 2018).
These types of simulated conditions may promote learning through the
application of competencies and knowledge acquired in earlier suc
cessfully handled situations (Orsato et al., 2019). The literature recog
nizes the need for simulation exercises to include more complex,
transboundary, and surprising crises (Edzén, 2014; Gomes et al., 2014;
Quarantelli et al., 2018; Tena-Chollet et al., 2017). To our knowledge,
there are no exercises allowing the participants to experience the longterm path-dependencies of urgent decisions that span decades or more.
Control rooms. Roe and Schulman (2015) contrast two types of
disruption management: control rooms aiming at reliable operation of
critical infrastructures and emergency response operations aiming at
recovery from failed infrastructures. Critical infrastructures are systems
or services without which the security, socio-economic functioning, and
public health and safety of modern societies would be incapacitated,
including energy management, logistics, manufacturing, food supply,
defense, finance, health and social services, and information and
communication systems (National Emergency Supply Agency, 2018; U.
S. Department of Homeland Security, 2013). Both types of management
make use of the simulation exercises described above.
From the point of view of the risks and uncertainties of decisionmaking (Stirling & Gee, 2002), control rooms are very different from
emergency response operations. In control rooms, managers strive to
ensure operating conditions that yield themselves to probabilistic risk
management while remaining vigilant for things slipping into the realm
of ignorance – or unknown unknowns (Fig. 1). They operate in the vi
cinity of the diagonal in Fig. 1, making every effort to remain above the

2. Materials and methods
To build the POR framework, we utilize two much-studied decision
settings: simulation exercises of emergency response and control rooms
of critical infrastructures. Both offer relevant but by themselves
incomplete components for our purposes. Simulation exercises are
platforms where emergency managers can test emergency response
2
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Fig. 1. Decision contexts in control room and emergency response operations in Stirling and Gee’s (2002) typology of risks and uncertainties. Control room operators
strive to make decisions on the basis of risks while staying alert for unknown unknowns. Emergency responders assume unknown operating conditions.

diagonal in the realm of known risks, but being constantly aware of the
possibility of drifting below the diagonal into the realm of ignorance. In
contrast, for emergency responders concerned with an already failed
critical infrastructure, risk management is relevant only to minimize
harm resulting from the response operations. They must assume un
known operating conditions in which almost anything can happen
because of poor knowledge of both consequences and probabilities, i.e.,
conditions located below the diagonal in Fig. 1 (Roe & Schulman, 2018).
What is remarkable about critical infrastructures is how reliably they
are managed. High reliability management refers to the ability of control
room operators and their teams to maintain a situational awareness that
largely prevents system-wide failures (Rochlin, 1997; Roe & Schulman,
2015). Earlier research on complex and tightly coupled technical sys
tems, such as critical infrastructures, would lead one to expect them to
be ridden with inevitable failures (Perrow, 1999). Yet control rooms
succeed in managing critical systems very reliably in real time and over
decades (Roe & Schulman, 2018). Important lessons can therefore be
drawn from control room experiences for other sectors of society by
teasing out the factors that ensure consideration of the long term despite
the urgency of decision-making.
Highly reliable management in control rooms shares the following
features: it is non-fungible, i.e., efforts to maximize techno-economic
efficiency erode reliability; it results from hazard-driven adaptation,
which necessitates a constant preparedness for multiple hazards and
awareness of errors; and it relies on improvisation, experimentation, and
highly variable operations to manage the real-time contingencies
emerging in critical infrastructure operations. Obviously, none of the
above would be possible without a high level of expertise among control
room operators (Roe & Schulman, 2008).
Comparison of simulation exercises and control rooms. Table 1 sum
marizes the key lessons from the literature on simulation exercises and
control rooms.
Table 1 highlights intriguing tensions that should be addressed when
developing the POR as an experimental platform for exploring urgent
decisions with long-term impacts, i.e., decisions made within a time
scale ranging from minutes to hours and resulting in decadal impacts.

First, preparing for the foreseeable crises occurring in the long-term
future is different from responding to immediate crises. Second, the
mindset that governs the avoidance of hazardous errors is different from
that governing adaptation to the consequences of errors. Third, exercises
can either be built with an emphasis on model-based scenarios with
clear roles or narrative scenarios with improvised roles. Finally,
decision-making with knowledge of risks differs from that made without
such knowledge, i.e., decisions under high uncertainty. These tensions
serve as a background for developing procedures that permit decisions
made in urgencies to address socio-ecological disruptions decades
ahead.
2.2. Preliminary experiments with policy operations rooms
In broad terms, the tensions for the design of a framework to explore
urgent decision-making with long-term impacts, as identified in Section
2.1, have to do with 1) variable knowledge and 2) differences in
emphasis on crisis preparedness (capacity to anticipate, respond, and
recover from crisis) versus response (actions taken at the time of crisis to
manage its immediate impacts) (United Nations, 2016). To stretch only
slightly the concepts of crisis management, these are also the tensions
that policymakers face when trying to reconcile long-term sustainability
and resilience with the urgency of decisions. As the former president of
the European Commission Jean-Claude Juncker once quipped, “we all
know what to do, we just don’t know how to get re-elected after we’ve
done it” (The Economist, 2007). In other words, policymakers struggle
with the tension between good knowledge over what decisions longterm sustainability demands of them and political pressure to focus on
short-sighted crisis response to secure their own career.
To address the tensions in decisions over wicked problems, we
constructed an analytical framework made of three variations of POR
that cover decision situations with variable knowledge and variable
emphasis on crisis preparedness versus response (Fig. 2). Bayes-POR
focuses on decisions made with probabilistic knowledge of risks, such as
those taken to increase preparedness. Crisis-POR focuses on decisions
made with poor knowledge of the situation, such as those taken during
crisis response. Path-POR is located between Bayes-POR and Crisis-POR
and focuses on strategic decisions made as an urgent response to a policy
crisis with a combination of risk knowledge on some aspects of the sit
uation and ignorance on others.
We conducted preliminary experiments with each type of POR dur
ing 2019–2021 (Table 2). In 2019, we organized a half-day Path-POR
exercise with the political leadership and high-level administrators and
experts of the City of Helsinki, the capital of Finland. The objective of the
exercise was to improve the city’s capacity to promptly modify longterm energy and transportation policies in response to urgent socioecological disruptions induced by climate change. During January –
March 2021, we organized a Bayes-POR comprising 3 half-day virtual

Table 1
Key features of simulation exercises and control rooms of critical infrastructure.
Simulation exercises

Control rooms

• are useful for observing crisis decisions
• benefit both preparedness and response
• are scripted around scenarios, models,
and role play
• are useful when focus is on lowprobability surprises
• can be based on discussions or actual
operations

• treat reliability as non-fungible
• are based on hazard-driven
adaptation
• embrace improvisation and
experimentation
• assume high variability in
operations
• demand high level of expertise

3
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Fig. 2. Taking into account the variability of knowledge in the design of Policy Operations Rooms (PORs).
Table 2
Empirical observation of three types of Policy Operations Room (POR).

Objective
Participants

Venue and
duration
Scenario and
script

Focus of
observation

Bayes-POR:
City of Kotka 2021

Path-POR:
City of Helsinki 2019

Crisis-POR:
Regional State Admin. Agency for So. Finland 2021

To strengthen long-term crisis preparedness with
probabilistic identification of uncertainties related
to complex crises
City’s experts and administrators (6)

To develop decision-making for urgent socioecological disruptions while addressing the
long-term consequences of decisions
City’s top politicians (7)

To prepare for actions required during an exceptional
storm-induced emergency

Observers/facilitators (4)

City’s experts and administrators (10)

Experts and administrators from So. Finland’s
municipalities, police and rescue force, critical
infrastructure utilities, hospitals and NGOs (~500)

Observers/facilitators (9)

Organizing game group (~30)

Teams virtual platform, Miro whiteboard

City Board room

Observers (55)
Valhalla virtual platform

3×½d
A truck and a train carrying dangerous chemicals
collide at the entrance of Kotka City center (an
island) during popular summer festival

½d
Helsinki forced to make urgent strategic
decisions on energy and transportation policy to
meet climate regulation

2d
Strong and long-lasting thunderstorm causes
disruptions in So. Finland’s electricity and water/
wastewater infrastructure

Participants develop causal explanations of threats
from crisis to city’s long-term strategic goals

Participants choose one of three strategic
options after situational snapshot of past
decade’s developments
Learning by decision-makers

Participants implement emergency procedures

Decision-makers’ strategic preparedness

(online) sessions with the administrators and experts of the City of Kotka
in Southern Finland. The objective was to strengthen the city officials’
long-term crisis preparedness by advising them in producing probabi
listic assessments of the threats of a chemical accident on the city’s
strategic goals. Finally, in 2021 we participated as observers in a virtual
Crisis-POR emergency preparedness exercise organized by the Regional
State Administrative Agency for Southern Finland. While the objective
of the exercise was to help the participating organizations to improve
their emergency management procedures, our observations focused on
teasing out the long-term implications of such procedures.
Analyses of the empirical data on PORs (Table 2) are ongoing. We
have published only the first results of the 2019 Helsinki Path-POR
(Järvensivu et al., 2021). For the present purposes we treat the empir
ical work as preliminary evidence that only gives indications for further
development of the primarily literature-based POR framework pre
sented in Section 3.

Long-term implications of emergency procedures

Table 3
Addressing the tensions of urgent decisions with long-term path-dependencies
with Policy Operations Rooms.
Tension
Long-term predisaster
preparedness
versus
immediate
response
Error avoidance
versus
adaptation to
consequences of
error
Model-based
scenarios with
clear roles
versus
improvisation
Risk knowledge
versus
ignorance

3. Results: The policy operations room (POR) framework
3.1. Three varieties of POR
Depending on the degree of decision-makers’ knowledge and
emphasis on preparedness versus response, the three PORs respond to
the design challenges of an experimental platform to explore urgent
4

Design challenge
Bayes-POR

Path-POR

Crisis-POR

Preparedness to
respond in light of
updated
situational
awareness

Long-term
implications of
decisions made
under extreme time
constraints

Immediate
response

Error avoidance
and mitigation of
consequences in
case of an error

Adaptation to
consequences of
error

Model-based and
narrative
scenarios

Control room for
urgent decisions in
critical policy
infrastructure with
precluded errors
Narrative scenarios
with surprises and
improvisation

Probabilistic
inference in light
of updated risk
knowledge

Making sense of
unknown unknowns
if poor risk
knowledge

Making sense of
unknown
unknowns

Improvisation
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decisions with long-term impacts (Table 3). First, simulation exercises
have been successful for both preparedness and immediate response
phases of crises, which indicates it is possible to combine in a single
simulation exercise consideration of the long-term implications of de
cisions made under extreme time constraints. Second, since a key
challenge is to avoid future errors, PORs strive to emulate decisionmaking in the control room of a critical infrastructure. The “critical
policy infrastructure” is understood as a policy subsystem in which de
cision errors, or unacceptable deviance from pre-defined performance
criteria, can be defined clearly. Third, there is a tension between
improvising in the face of surprises and running the exercise with modelsupported scenarios and clearly defined roles. This indicates that the
design of the simulation exercise needs to utilize scenarios ranging from
model-based to narrative ones that permit surprises and improvisation.
Finally, just as control rooms, the PORs aim to simulate a decision
environment where the scenarios push the participants from risk
knowledge to a state of ignorance, of which they try to make sense
individually and collectively during the exercise.
To address the challenges in Table 3, we propose a POR framework
focusing on the scenarios and decision space that the exercise provides for
the participants, the participants, venue and duration of the POR exercise,
and observation of the exercise (see also Tena-Chollet et al., 2017). The
scenarios and decision space in the framework are unique for each POR,
while all three PORs share approximately the same participant groups,
venue and duration, and observational aspects.

decision space is different in the three PORs. In Bayes-POR, the entire set
of disruption events, decision options and causal paths through time
from one event to another are transparent and constantly updated by the
participants. In Path-POR, participants know only the historical
sequence of events that led to the current event requiring decisions. In
Crisis-POR, participants are immersed into a hypothetical disruption
event with little knowledge of either its past or potential futures. Let us
have a closer look at each.
Bayes-POR. The aim of Bayes-POR is to study decision-making over
path-dependent socio-ecological disruptions with risk knowledge facil
itated by Bayesian probabilistic reasoning, and to identify key man
agement routes and actions. All risk and resilience management
decisions rely on human capability to construct a realistic picture of the
ongoing situation. This situational awareness under uncertainty can be
conceptualized as a Bayesian probabilistic phenomenon, composed of
two main elements: 1) prior experiences and expectations based on such
experiences, and 2) currently available information concerning the sit
uation and how reliable the participants think this information is in a
probabilistic sense. Bayesian logic (Bayes & Price, 1736) has been
compared to the functioning of the human brain (Clark, 2016;
McGrayne, 2011). Every observation we make is used to update our
former (prior) belief, which results in new, improved (posterior) un
derstanding. The updating can be used iteratively, i.e., every new
observation further updates our former posterior, which is then used as a
new prior. This knowledge can be used to decide whether additional
knowledge is needed before final decision is made. The Bayesian logic is
also called “inverse logic” because it can be used not only to predict
events given the causal factors but also for diagnostically inferring the
likely causes based on the observed events (Fienberg, 2006). Similarly,
situational awareness may sometimes be based on a particular obser
vation and our interpretation of what caused the phenomenon.
To enable a Bayesian approach to decision-making, the scenarios and
decision space are more narrowly scoped and clearly defined than in the
two other PORs. Here, the Bayes-POR consists of two main components.
First, causal mental mapping (Jones et al., 2011; Parviainen et al., 2019)
is used to structure and explain within the multi-disciplinary group of
participants the reasoning and causal views of individuals, as well as the
procedures and principles of their background organizations in different
decision points of the scenario (Fig. 3). Second, the mental map is
translated to a Bayesian network (Helle et al., 2015; Jensen & Nielsen,
2007) that is used interactively to modify the scenario and test how the
relationship between the time and quality of information at the time of
decision develops dynamically and what information matters the most
when determining the best next decision. For this, Bayesian decision
analysis offers a numeric estimate called the value-of-information, i.e.,
how much one should allocate for improved knowledge before deciding
(Quirk, 1976).
Path-POR. The aim of Path-POR is to investigate urgent decisionmaking with long-term path-dependencies in a situation where the
participants struggle to maintain risk knowledge without slipping into
the unknown. The concept of a Path-POR draws inspiration from the
reliable management observed in the control rooms of critical in
frastructures with conflicting service objectives and time frames, such as
electricity grids and water management (Perrow, 1999; Rochlin, 1997;
Roe & Schulman, 2008). Control rooms achieve reliable management by
bringing physically together a wide range of technical, scientific, and
managerial expertise, and having the experts make management de
cisions with specific boundary conditions and time limits (van Eeten &
Roe, 2002). Ideally, Path-POR would integrate the capacity of a control
room to generate quick and often intuitive management decisions over
complex issues with the capacity to consider the long-term policy im
plications of such decisions.
The scenarios and decision space used to “screen-write” the PathPOR have two specific features. First, to strike a balance between the
need to highlight the decadal path-dependencies of decisions and the
need to facilitate improvised decisions in the face of surprises, the

3.2. Scenarios and decision space
The script of each POR is constructed around case-specific scenarios
and decision space. Scenarios are causal descriptions of plausible – but
not necessarily probable – pathways of future trends and events, forcing
reactions from the decision-makers, and articulated to facilitate
informed decisions about the future (Hukkinen, 2008; Little et al.,
2016). Decision space refers to the range of options at the decision-
maker’s disposal (Alexander, 1982). The script of a POR follows a
temporal sequence of trends and events, where events follow from past
trends and require urgent decisions that lead to future trends (Fig. 3). To
simulate decision situations with different degrees of knowledge, the

Fig. 3. PORs as decision trees.
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venue should be where such decisions would be taken in an actual sit
uation, such as the meeting rooms of cabinet ministers, board rooms of
cities, or situation rooms of emergency responders. To achieve a sense of
urgency, the duration of the exercise should be in the range of 2–4 h.
Access to computers and audio-visual equipment is important to
immerse the participants in audio-visual scenario dashboards and
interaction with decision tools such as Bayesian algorithms, sustain
ability toolboxes, and web-based simulation tools (Buytaert et al. 2012;
Lu et al. 2019).

scenarios are structured as tree-shaped paths branching at decision
points that offer the participants a fixed number of decision options
(Fig. 3). Surprise can be introduced by writing for each possible decision
sequence a unique scenario, and by inserting “injects” that require quick
decisions from the participants (UNDRR, 2020). Path-dependence is
maintained by making sure that whichever scenario path the partici
pants choose, all paths are composed of temporally interlinked decision
points with pre-determined technological, economic, social, or cognitive
lock-ins. Second, to prevent the participants from deferring urgent de
cisions to emergency professionals as a way of dealing with errors, the
Path-POR should be sensitive to precluded policy consequences on one
hand and emergency management defaults on the other. Precluded
policy consequences define the boundaries of the decision space by
specifying the intolerable consequences, or “policy errors.” Precluded
emergency management defaults define the boundaries of the decision
space by specifying the unacceptable management actions – the “easyways-out,” such as calling the emergency rescue services – that fail to
address the wicked long-term path-dependencies.
Crisis-POR. Crisis-POR aims to investigate decision-making over
sudden socio-ecological crises characterized by poor knowledge and the
need to rapidly construct situational awareness. The achievement of
reliable management under conflicting objectives and tight time con
straints is of continued research interest (see, e.g., Safety Science, Journal
of Contingencies and Crisis Management, and International Review of the
Red Cross). The novelty of the Crisis-POR that we propose is to magnify
the degree of wickedness in the disruption scenarios to be managed in a
crisis exercise. As a result, multiple expertise is needed in the emergency
response exercise. Earlier research indicates that a particularly critical
interface emerges across control room operators and emergency re
sponders during the recovery phase after disruption (Roe & Schulman,
2015).
The scenarios and decision space of Crisis-POR follow those of a
typical emergency response exercise. In addition, the design consider
ations here strive to make the participants encounter surprises that push
them to a state of ignorance and challenge their situational awareness.
The scenario is prepared by a group of substance experts with the
necessary knowledge to develop a logical and appropriate storyline
(Moats et al., 2008). The scenario is divided into smaller incidents,
which are communicated to the participants by injects, such as phone
calls, emails, or reports, to allow participants’ reactions to take place
(UNDRR, 2020). A key challenge is achieving a balance between
inconceivability and credibility, so that the simulation has unexpected
elements but not to the extent that it would be discredited by the par
ticipants (Boin et al., 2004). Computer-based simulations can be used as
part of the exercise or scenario development (Moats et al., 2008; Chou
et al., 2018).

3.4. Observations
Researchers observing a POR exercise need to cover several aspects.
Adjusting earlier protocols for the observation of simulation exercises (‘t
Hart, 1997), pertinent questions include at least the following:
What are the socio-cognitive processes with which the participants
frame the decision problem? By framing we refer to how the participants
“tame” the problems (Edzén, 2014) by moving from the realm of the
unknown unknowns to making sense of the situation (Fig. 2). Even in the
face of complete surprise and absence of knowledge, the human mind
applies a variety of heuristic devices such as analogies and past expe
riences with which to impose ordered patterns on the situation (Huk
kinen and Huutoniemi, 2014; Honkela et al., 2014). To understand the
emergence of situational awareness and its relationship to
decision-making, researchers in the POR need to document both the
operational reasoning and practices, and the development of situational
awareness among the participants. When knowledge of the situation is
poor (Crisis-POR, Path-POR), the focus of observation is on the heuris
tics used to make sense of the unknowns, particularly on operational
errors to be avoided in all circumstances. When situational knowledge is
good (Bayes-POR), the focus is on the participants’ understanding of
causalities and level of uncertainty, and willingness to use their collec
tive mental model to justify their decisions. For a systematic view of the
socio-cognitive processes of framing, it is necessary to consider the
observed heuristics and probability assessments as part of a social
learning process: the POR participants are members of a community of
practice engaged in cycles of social learning that spans individual and
group levels (Orsato et al., 2019).
What are the organizational and power dynamics during decisionmaking? In bringing decision-makers and experts together on equal
terms, PORs create a decision environment unlike the everyday work
environment of the participants. This is likely to raise tensions between
formal power and expert power (Hukkinen, 2008). PORs accentuate this
tension by simulating situations that demand quick expert assessment
and decisions. It is therefore necessary to observe how the tension be
tween formal versus expert power plays out, how conflicts are resolved,
what are the situations where one overrides the other, and what are the
consequences for decision-making.
What are the information and communication flows during the ex
ercise? Two aspects of communication are particularly important to
observe. First, to what extent do the POR participants share knowledge
to arrive at collective situational awareness? Organizational and power
dynamics that are taken for granted in everyday work situations may
impede such knowledge sharing. Second, do the participants have the
skills to evaluate the potential value of additional information prior to
decision-making under varying conditions, given the cost of not acting?
Additional information may be obtained externally from communica
tion channels available during the POR or internally from the partici
pating experts.
Is the overall flow of the exercise conducive to further development
of the POR? Ideally, POR stays not just an exercise but infiltrates the
normal procedures and practices of policymakers and experts. To finetune the POR framework and extract benefits for actual strategic
decision-making, the scripting of the exercise, the roles of the organizing
researchers and the POR participants, the functioning of the venue and
its supporting equipment, and the overall flow of the exercise should be

3.3. Participants, venue and duration
To create a setting for both practicing and observing decision-making
with a wide range of expertise, POR participants include decisionmakers, experts knowledgeable in the specific socio-ecological themes
of the exercise, and researchers observing the exercise. As cities have
emerged as a dominant organizing ground for humanity in the face of
sustainability challenges (McDermott et al., 2019), our research group
has engaged city and regional governments as the first collaborators in
PORs. Since PORs aim to facilitate consideration of the long-term im
plications of decisions made under time pressure, the exercises ideally
target two types of decision-maker: those responsible for long-term
strategy, such as high-level policymakers in national, regional, and
city governments, and those responsible for urgent crisis decisions, such
as professional emergency responders. Consideration of the long term is
likely to persuade policymakers to think beyond securing their reelection and emergency responders to consider the lock-in effects of
immediate crisis response.
Since PORs aim to simulate urgent decision-making realistically, the
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immersed in disruptions and assumed to cope with them.
The third design step provides a preliminary outline for a POR
intended specifically for strategic crisis decisions, i.e., urgent decisions
made in a crisis but with a view on long-term consequences (Fig. 4).
Here we draw on the preliminary findings from the three empirical ex
periments with PORs (Section 2.2). The findings are presented in chro
nological order of the PORs to highlight the cumulative learning that we
as organizers and observers gained when proceeding from one POR to
the next.
A key finding of the 2019 Helsinki Path-POR was that the qualitative
narrative scenarios with decadal audio-visual snapshots and decision
options failed to challenge the decision-makers to reflect seriously on the
long-term consequences of their decisions. Instead, the politicians were
broadly satisfied in having arrived at decisions efficiently and profes
sionally, while the experts and administrators, who in debriefings were
concerned about the long-term, remained largely quiet during the ex
ercise (Järvensivu et al., 2021). Based on these observations, the
long-term consequences of current decisions need to be made more
prominent in the politicians’ awareness and agenda by giving a stronger
voice to the city-level experts and administrators (Fig. 4). Therefore,
only experts and administrators and no politicians were invited to the
2021 Kotka Bayes-POR. Furthermore, the scenario paths describing the
long-term consequences of the crisis were tuned to more concrete and
quantitative. We described the participants’ thinking as graphical causal
paths by which the crisis could threaten the city’s long-term strategic
goals. Based on the descriptive information of the causalities and the
level of uncertainty related to them, we then represented the systemic
mechanisms probabilistically with a Bayesian network model.
The 2021 Kotka-POR confirmed the lessons learned from the
Helsinki-POR. Making the long-term consequences of the crisis visible
empowered the participants with explicit, concrete, and quantitative
knowledge of the potential threats from inadequate preparedness to the
city’s strategic goals (Fig. 4). But the Kotka exercise also highlighted the
need to better understand the actual constraints that the rush of crisis
decisions imposes on long-term considerations. After all, the

observed and assessed.
To respond to these questions, data collection should be based on
written note taking at a minimum, possibly also audio- and videotaping.
Since interaction with the other actors in cross-organizational groups
has been shown to promote deep learning and real-life cooperation
(Khorram-Manesh et al., 2016; Norström et al., 2020), supervised dis
cussions and interviews should follow the POR exercise to ask the par
ticipants for feedback and opinions on further development (‘t Hart,
1997).
3.5. Practical application of the framework
The practical applicability of the POR framework is summarized in a
step-by-step flow chart in Fig. 4. Since empirical experimentation with
the POR framework is still ongoing (Section 2.2), the design steps
described in Fig. 4 are indicative only and need fine-tuning after more
results.
The first step in the design of a POR is to determine what is known of
the crisis and what are the crisis management objectives (Fig. 4). As
summarized in Table 3, three types of situations can be identified: causal
risk knowledge that lends support to avoiding errors; expertise in
making sense of uncertainties that lends support to precluding or coping
with errors; and persistent uncertainty that lends support to adaptation
to the consequences of errors.
The second design step outlines the general principles of POR design
for crisis decisions (Fig. 4). If risk knowledge is available and crisis
management focuses on avoiding errors and improving resilience, the
advisable decision setting is Bayes-POR in which the disruptions, deci
sion options and causal paths are transparent and updated by the
decision-makers. If expertise is available to deal with uncertainty and
preclude or cope with errors, then the advisable option is Path-POR
where the decision-makers know only the path of events that led to
the current situation in need of decisions. Finally, if major uncertainties
leave no choice but to adapt to the consequences of possible errors, the
recommended option is Crisis-POR in which decision-makers are

Fig. 4. Design steps of Policy Operations Room (POR) for variable crisis knowledge and management objectives.
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participants had the luxury of spending three half-days on deliberations
(Table 2). This takes us to the 2021 Regional Crisis-POR.
The key finding of the 2021 Regional Crisis-POR was that currently
used information technologies in crisis management make it very chal
lenging to maintain a shared situational awareness of the crisis. An even
greater challenge would be to achieve a shared situational awareness for
the purposes of considering the long-term consequences of a crisis.
Under the conditions we observed, long-term strategic capability and
resilience can only be worked out afterwards (Fig. 4).

to these challenges by providing a research-based experimental platform
to systematically develop decision-making procedures that are both
democratic and effective.
5. Conclusion
The seeds of the crises we are experiencing presently were sown
decades ago. This applies to future crises as well. To make the impending
socio-ecological disruptions ahead more manageable, we proposed here
a novel test bed called Policy Operations Room for urgent decisionmaking with long-term path-dependencies. In the POR framework,
decision-makers, experts, and researchers practice urgent policymaking
as if they were operating a critical policy infrastructure with a keen
sense for policy errors. The POR framework can contribute significantly
to the development of novel styles of decision-making for urgent,
forward-looking, and evidence-based policies to cope with the coming
challenges of human-environmental interaction.

4. Discussion
The POR framework we have laid out provides tailored guidance for
the design of strategic crisis management under variable crisis knowl
edge and management objectives. The framework is, however, theo
retically grounded, and at this stage we have only preliminary empirical
data on its practical application. Challenges and opportunities for future
research and development therefore remain.
The analogy between the control room of a critical infrastructure and
POR is not straightforward. The critical infrastructure clearly specifies
the mandate of a control room. In contrast, drawing the boundaries of
the policy to be decided on in a POR is anything but straightforward, as
seen for example in the complex interactions of climate policy. Even if
such boundary work were successful, the challenge of determining
policy errors remains. Awareness of errors to be avoided under all cir
cumstances is the defining feature of control room operations. A failed
policy is subject to much more interpretation than a failed critical
infrastructure. The framework outlined here therefore needs empirical
testing and fine-tuning to determine the viability of the “high reliability
policy” that the POR implies.
The three variations of POR we have investigated offer valuable in
gredients for designing tailor-made decision platforms for specific cir
cumstances. We are currently testing a hybrid POR that builds on the
lessons learned from the experiments we have conducted to date (Sec
tion 3.5). We will run POR exercises during 2022–2023 in three Finnish
cities (Helsinki, Tampere, Kotka), focusing on adaptation of each city’s
long-term strategies to chronic climate-induced crises. Two exercises
will be organized per city. In the first one, experts and administrators
alone will participate. Their deliberations are facilitated with computer
simulations of extreme heat wave, fire, and flooding events and a
dashboard displaying the chronic multi-hazard consequences. The sec
ond one will be with experts, administrators, and politicians together,
who are asked to modify the city’s strategies for coping with chronic
crises. The hybrid format is calibrated to address the three issues raised
by our earlier POR experiments (Fig. 4). First, a POR devoted to experts
and administrators alone strives to boost their science-based argumen
tation in the subsequent joint deliberations with politicians. Second, the
scenarios are kept realistic for the participants by tying chronic multihazard events to each city’s existing strategies. Third, condensing the
long-term consequences of crises into an audio-visual dashboard strives
to overcome the problem of being able to consider the long-term only
after the exercise.
Although our discussion has focused on PORs as exercise platforms,
we think POR variations can be tuned to platforms for actual decisionmaking whenever the challenge is to tackle the long-term conse
quences of decisions made under chronic crises. Incorporating POR
procedures in policymaking can help to safeguard political democracy
during crises. Socio-ecological disruptions, should they become chronic,
threaten to normalize authoritarian powers initially intended for
exceptional situations alone. Sustainability and democracy face three
challenges (Barry, 2008; Heidenreich, 2018): 1) securing a requisite
level of expertise in sustainability decisions without defaulting into
meritocracy; 2) securing citizens’ participation and deliberation without
losing the effectiveness of organized decision making; and 3) reconciling
the need for urgent strategic decisions with the slow pace and short time
span of decisions in today’s democracies. The POR framework responds
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